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Hello All,
What a great session we had last month on all things regarding the display of trees. We have a lot of great knowledge
in the club and plenty of people willing to share it. I hope those that attended found the information useful for
preparing their own trees for display at the show.
Well, the show is just around the corner. After a year break it will be good to put on a display for the public again and
show off some of the work we have been doing. Please remember to fill out the display and sales (if applicable) form
that has been sent out previously. Please see the email sent out with the forms previously for further info, but also
consider volunteering some time for the Friday setup and as well as during the weekend. We are expecting a big sales
area so I Hope you will look at your own collection for stock or other bonsai items to sell on the trade table.
The show will also coincide with our regular meeting day, so there will not be a meeting on in the hall. Instead, we
will have Craig Jurd performing the Saturday Demos for us. Craig is an experienced and talented bonsai artist who is
well known in the local area. He will be constructing a group scene on a rock as well as working on mature club
material in the afternoon. Bruce H and David G will be presenting on Sunday also. I hope you will come along and
watch the presentations.
Hopefully you are putting the finishing touches to your display trees. The nights are starting to cool but there is plenty
of warmth left in the day times. Keep an eye out for any pests and check any wiring. The Melaleuca I wired at the
March meeting has the wire biting in already so I am having to remove most of it already.
See you in May.
AG

Click here to like us on Facebook – Website: Bimer Bonsai Club

NO MEETING IN MAY
Due to the show weekend falling on the first Saturday of the month there will be no meeting.
APRIL MEETING
After a morning workshop Albert gave the club a run down on the club program and demonstrated
preparing a tree for the show. David talked about pots and how to choose the correct pot for your tree.
Steve demonstrated how to wire a tree for showing and he also spoke about moss and how to grow and
apply it. Keith spoke to us about stands and accent plants and then some guy spoke about photographing
your bonsai.
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APRIL CALENDAR TREE – Sannantha similis – Geoff S
My tree is a Sannantha similis raft. The tree was purchased in May 2015 as a tube stock for $3. I grew it in the garden
and then used the elongated trunk to make a raft (commenced in late 2016). I then placed it in a large pot to grow
on.
The raft has been refined over time. It was first shown at the Redlands 2019 annual show. In my view the trunks are
still immature and I need to remove the bulbous original root that spoils the surface profile. Hope the entire raft will
improve over time. The canopy is quite healthy. This native tree variety is good for bonsai. It also has a lively small
white flower in spring.
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TRIALLING NATIVE MATERIAL AS BONSAI – by Rory Archer – Part 7

MELALEUCAS
These bad boys of the bush often make great bonsai.
Just ask your local nursery what Mels grow well in your area if you want to trial them.
I'm just going to give a few examples of the different ones I particularly love.

Melaleuca micromera.
This is my favourite Melaleuca.
Its like a botanical dating show, where an old conifer and a paperbark got together and had a baby.
The tiny foliage looks like Shimpaku juniper, but its got paperbark.
Its growth is naturally twisted and contorted, so its a great candidate for styling.
It shoots back all along the trunk naturally.
Don't allow the mix to get bone dry. I've lost a few already from this.
I'd probably recommend a medium mix that wont dry out within 24 hours.
It has to have full sun or at least half-day sun. Low sun will kill it.
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If they're grown in strong shade, a peculiar growth occurs: the minute 1mm foliage morphs into larger
leaves about 4mm long, resembling an ordinary Melaleuca.
However if its put back into higher levels of sun again, fortunately most of the growth eventually reverts
back to the micro foliage.

Melaleuca linarifolia 'purpurea compacta'....what a mouthful.
- This tree is one of the hardiest trees for bonsai I've ever grown.
- The new growth has a lovely purple colour to it, not like the reddish/orange of 'claret tops'. I think its
slightly more aesthetically pleasing than claret tops.
- I've had a few of these trees survive being continuously stripped of their new growth for almost 3 years,
and still survive.
- They can survive in very strong shade.
- They can tolerate very poor drainage and heavy potting mixes.
- They have minute growth and easily shoot on older wood, often without being cut back.
But if you can't find this particular species...

...just use the normal Melaleuca linarifolia or you can try 'claret tops'. They all make lovely bonsai.
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Melaleuca thymifolia (yellow)
- This tree is one of the most beautiful flowering Mels I've trialled.
- It has gorgeous small cluster flowers that form on the stems.
The only drawback is that the old flower pods are hard to remove afterwards and sometimes slight reverse
taper will result on the stem, but its not that noticeable.
- They are reasonably hardy, but prefer medium to fast drainage.
- Don't overpot this species or they can sulk.
I wouldn't recommend removing more than about 40% of the roots.
- I have had no success with root reductions on the dwarf versions of Mel thymifolia. I'd avoid them and
only use the main thymifolias.

PHEBALIUMS
The reason I trialled Phebaliums was because of their lovely floral display... alright, that’s a lie.
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I trialled them 'cause I suck at growing Wattles, and I wanted a wattle.
Who doesn't love a flowering wattle?
Unfortunately I've never had much success with Wattle.
I found them to be temperamental after a root reduction, and I've had a few older material that just drops
dead soon afterwards.
So when I discovered Phebalium, I jumped at the chance to try them. They're basically a hardy version of
Wattles.
The hardiness of most of the Phebaliums I've tried are far superior to Wattles.

Phebalium squamulosum ssp lineare
- This tree is marriage material. I recommend putting a ring on it.
Its really hardy, and the foliage literally sparkles.
- Its gold.... well, emerald would be more appropriate.
Because the slender leaves have a delightful emerald sparkle to them.
The leaves grow 2 to 2.5cm long and are only a few mm wide. It looks a bit like a short needled Pine tree.
And like most Phebaliums, the new stems and underside of the foliage can have a slight rusty coloured
tinge to it.
- It shoots all over the tree and back-buds really well, but not usually from the base.
- It tolerates heavy root reduction with no problem at all
- It tolerates both over-watering and drought.
- Thankfully I haven't seen anything eat the leaves.
- Apparently cockroaches are the only things that'll survive a nuclear fallout. But they forgot about this
Phebalium….
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So when the cockroaches evolve and take over the planet, at least they'll have something to bonsai.

Phebalium glandulosum ssp. eglandulosum
Another hardy Phebalium.
Its leaves are tiny. Less than 1cm long. Don't allow this to completely dry out or it can die.
It shoots everywhere.
Tolerates heavy root reduction and heavy foliage reduction. Grows really well in part-shade.
Grows well in medium draining mix, but sulks in a heavy medium.
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Phebalium stenophyllum
Another hardy Phebalium.
Its leaves are about 2cm long and it can develop quite a creepy look, like something out of a Tim Burton
nightmare.
Don't allow this to completely dry out otherwise it sets it back really badly.
Tolerates heavy root reduction and heavy foliage reduction.
Grows well in a light mix but sulks in a heavy medium.
It shoots everywhere.
But I found these really do well in stronger shade than the other Phebaliums I tried.

Phebalium squamulosum
Very hardy Phebalium.
Prefers part sun and likes a fast draining mix. Tolerates heavy reduction of roots and foliage.
Lovely profuse flowers all over the tree.
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Indigofera australis
- This is spectacular in flower. This is Australia's answer to a Wisteria.
Beautiful flowers, very prolific and really resembles a wisteria
The leaves are pinnate.
- Very hardy and tolerates a heavy root removal.
- Don't use a heavy mix, use at least 40% washed river sand but not so much that its drying out too fast.
You want a mix that is drying out within about a 36 hour period in summer. The mix needs to drain well.
If its allowed to get bone dry it will slowly die-back or die altogether.
- If you see the leaves or branches drooping, WATER IT immediately. Don't wait till the afternoon or the
drooping foliage may die.
- Leave 'sacrifice growth' on the material and cut it back in stages.
- You should build up the trunk by continual trunk chopping which helps to keep it bushy.
- In temperatures over 40 you will get leaf burn, so its best to move it into shade in these temps. But I find
its such a fast grower I'm not concerned and just cut off the burnt leaves.
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Backea clarence river. I can't recommend this enough.
- This is an exceptional bonsai candidate. The gradual droop of the branches and the 1-2cm needle leaves
make it a visual winner.
- It is very, very hardy and tolerates all mixes, including heavy mixes.
It grows well in full sun, but also tolerates strong shade.
- It routinely shoots from all over the trunk.

Stenanthemum scortechinii
This is very hardy.
Its leaves are about 1-1.5cm long.
It tolerates a heavy root reduction and massive foliage reduction easily.
However I’m a little disappointed in this genus, as it doesn't have axial flowers, so the flowers generally
only appear on the terminal stems.
Although, this might look nice as a bushy tree covered in terminal flowers.
***
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Bimer apparel now available for order
3 designs so far, available from S to 2XL, women or men cut.
Polo is black, 3 buttons collar, with embroidered logo on chest.
T-shirts, 2 designs, both printed on front and back.
All 100 % cotton, $35.
Please see Pierre-Antoine at meeting or send an email to bimernews@gmail.com.

1Side black polo

White Tee, back

White Tee, front

Ash Tee, front
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Ash Tee, back

PAY YOUR MEMBERSHIP WITH DIRECT DEPOSIT
We are now taking payments by direct deposit for membership, workshops and bus trips. The details are as follows:
Bank of Queensland - Account Name: Bimer Bonsai Club Incorporated - BSB: 124 001 - Account #: 10112801 –
REMEMBER you must put your surname in the reference section so we know who has paid.

***
NOTICE BOARD

1-2 May 2021
5th June 2021
5th June 2021
2nd July 2021
3rd July 2021
3rd July 2021
TBA
TBA

Bimer Bonsai Club Activities
Annual Show Mt Coot-tha
Skills and Knowledge Course 9am- 12pm
Workshop 9am/ Tony Bebb
Paid workshop Leigh Taffe
Skills and Knowledge Course 9am – 12pm
Workshop 9am/Leigh Taafe
Other Bonsai Related Activities
Pine Rivers Garden & Plant Fair
Bonsai Open – Central Coast Bonsai Club
Local Bonsai Shows

TBA
TBA
28TH March 2021
18-19 September 2021
13th November 2021

Bonsai Society of QLD
Sunshine Coast Show
Redlands Show
Toowoomba Show
Gold Coast Tweed Show
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